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SUBSCRIPTION: Communities - $10 For multiples 
of five, x number of editions. (3 EDITIONS = $30). 
For individuals, $2 x number of editions. Sponsorship: 
$30 for a 6cm x 6cm space. Send to: Community 
Interlink, P.O. Box 209, Nimbin 2480, 

Please put thisjournal on your community 
noticeboard for all your members to see. 

Introluction 
It's now 6 months since the 2nd National Intentional Corn-

munities Conference! 
I was talking to Maggie one of the organisers yesterday and she 

was saying how strongly the conference has stayed in her mind 
especially the heart Sharing Circle and what a source of inspira-
tion it was to her to remember the strength and commitment from 
all who contributed to the circle and the conference generally. 

I was particularly inspired by the contribution of young people 
to the conference. 

This inspiration is behind the 'Heart Head and Hands' 10 day 
workshop for creating and maintaining intentional community that 
will be taking place at Dharmananda community (see ad) from 
30th September to 10th October. 

In my work I am often coming into contact with people in 
their 20's who are committed to social and environmental 
sustainability. Many have been involved in front line action on 
blockades and see social change as an on-going part oftheir lives; 
inevitably they come up against the question. "How are we going 
to live in a way that is in line with our values?" Many see inten-
tional community as the way ahead, but are very unsure about 
how to create or contribute to such a community. To my mind 
this is an ideal opportunity for established communities who are 
concerned about continuity to encourage these young people into 
their community or at least to create the opportunity for the young 
people to check out their community. 

It's been vastly encouraging to see the reports of gatherings 
for Victoria and Western Australia. This was a dream of ours 
from the first conference that regional groups would act autono-
mously, creating their own gatherings and agendas. 

The 'Communities, 'How to do it Manual' is moving slowly. 
Interestingly the Commonground gathering confirmed that the par-
ticipants saw the manual as a top priority. We are at a stage with 
the manual where we need those who have offered to write or 
find particular aspects of the manual, to be sending their material 
to the sector coordinators, electronically or by post. We need the 
material from all contributors by May 3 1st. It is hoped to have the 
first copies of the manual available for the Heart, Head and Hands 
workshop. 

There has been much talk about the millennium computer bug 
or Y2K, with scenarios ranging from the end of the world as we 
know it to very little disruption at all. As John Croft from WA 
points out, this situation does create a great opportunity for people 
to examine their communities, intentional and otherwise, to see 
how viable they are economically, socially and environmentally. 
My sense is that intentional communities could survive a greater 
degree of disruption than suburban neighbourhoods. 

There is certainly a great opportunity for those with skills and 
abilities from intentional communities to assist the wider society in 
areas that could be affected by Y2K. 

Love and best wishes to all fellow communards, 

Simon Clough 

Please remember that you can contact the whole list ofpartici-
pants on email from the 2nd conference in one go by contacting 
anicabayweb.com.au . 

This journal has been put together by Gloria 
Constine, with help from Linda Seaborn, Len 
Harper & Peter Chaplin - who worked on the 
front cover. 

I haven't minded doing this Interlink, but if 
there are other, competent people out there, who 
would like to do it next time - get in touch on 02 
6689 1184 Tues or Fri or P.O. Box 209, Nimbin 
2480. Email: Gloriaconstine@hotmail.com.  

Thanks go to Pan Community Council for 
financial support, and if you see something 
resembling an advert for you in here, please send 
a donation to offset costs. 

May your world be creatively satisfying. 
Gloria xx 
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INTENTIONAL COMMUNITIES MANUAL - 
BECOMING A REALITY 

It was great to go to the National Intentional Communities Con-

ference and as well as the bonding, singing of songs and the crea-

tion of friendships, it was extremely exciting to walk away with a 

few outcomes. Two outcomes from the 'Networking Workshop' wns 
the creation of a regular flow of information between communities 

and the production of a 'Manual on Intentional Communities'. The 
manual, when finished, is to assist others to start new communities 

and it will be a fairly comprehensive book that can assist those 

already living on communities. 

Thanks to all those people that put their names down to assist 

with the production of the manual. We are now writing to inform 

you of what it is you said you would commit to. Below is a list 

with peoples names. 

There are two ways people have said they would assist. Either 

by being the coordinator for a 'Sector' or to be responsible for a 

'Topic'. What's the difference? Let me explain! 

Responsibilities of the 'Sector' Coordinators 

They are to do the following: 

I) Coordinate topics within their sector and make sure that 

each topic is addressed and think of other topics. They don't have 

to write each topic. They can coordinate other people to write the 

topics. They do, however, have the responsibility to: 

Summarise the 'Sector'. A summary of the 'Sector', one 

A4 page, is preferred as soon as possible so that a basic web page 

can be produced within the near future, and, 

When topics come in from people the topic coordinator 

should edit the topics if they think that it needs it, or they can 

simply post it to the webpage (that will be produced in the near 

future) and leave the editing up to the collective response of the 

network. 

They also have to: 

Name and Qualify the Source 

Having done the summary ASAP or having received any topic 

issue they can either send the information to the e-mail address: 

anicabaywcb.com.au  or if they are not able to forward mate-

rial by email post the collection, preferably a soft copy on a com-

puter disk and if not possible a hard copy to: Intentional Com-

munity Manual, c/- Robert Tap, MS 16, 59 Crystal Waters 

Permaculture Village, Queensland 4552, Australia. 

There are seven sectors: I) Legalities 2) Planning and Design, 

3) Group Formation and Maintenance 4) Environment 5) Spir-

ituality 6) Financial 7) Other. 

People who said they would coordinate these 'Sectors' are; 

I) Legalities: Mitra and Simon, Entd WA only. 

Planning and Design: Peter C, Rob, un. 

Group Formation and Maintenance: Dan, Simon, Ed, Ian 

McPherson, Carolyn Shurey, Exo. 

Environment: Daniel Beaver, Kin, Tim. 

Spirituality: Bridget, Catheren, Lusy, Janaki. 

Financial: Simon 

Other: Eric, Man, Amanda, Munp 

With some of these there are a list of names, ie Group Formation and 

Maintenance. I would suggest that those people communicate with each 

other to try and coordinate the coordination of their sector. 

Responsibility of the 'Topic' researchers: 

The people who put their names to help with a certain topics 

will be responsible for: 

Finding out whatever they can about the particular topic and 

either writing or gathering the material together in a comprehen-

sive manner, and, 

Any non-original material will need copyright checking 

Sending it to the "Sector" coordinator. 

The list on the back page is a list of the 'Topics' in each 'Sec-

tor'. The names of people who committed themselves to assist 

are in brackets after their nominated 'Topic': Not all the 'Topics' 

have names after them. 

Hopefully with this and the graphic on the other page it is all 

understandable. We are about to embark on a project that involves 

over thirty people from various parts of Australia in pulling to-

gether a National Intentional Communities Manual. This is very 

exciting and we need to each one of us work on it so it can be-

come a reality. 

Good luck researching and writing. 

All the best - Russell A ,,derson 
There hay been mud, work done on an !ntentioanl Communities Wehpoge 
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Two outcomes from the Networking Workshop at the gathering, was the creation of a 
regular flow of information between communities and the production of a 'manual of 
Intentional Communities. The manual is to assist others to start new communities. It will 
be a fairly comprehensive book that can also assist those already living on communities. 

• ".., 	______ 
it 	if 1* 

Some Information from 
the Intentional 

Communities gatheriig 
25t/I - 30th Sept_'98 

R3 z'o, 
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when (lying on a community 

Ian, from the Wolery (WA) lived in a share 

house of several families before the Wolery. 

Although this was a good experience, what 

didn't work was the communal-private bal-

ance. Only the bedrooms were private, and 

this was not enough. 
In establishing the Wolery they were aware of 

the tyranny of stnjcturelessness' and thus moti-

vated to be a structured community. Present 

members now appreciate this strueturedness, 

which includes things such as minute-taking at 

meetings and regular auditing. 
Lisa, from Tuntable Falls, dScribed Thntable 

as the mistake-maker' for other communities. 

Most significant mistakes being: the community is 

too big, too open in selection of new members and 
loss of consensus due to lack of structure. What, 

in reflection, they did well was to create good com-

munal spaces. Her advice is: 

- to pass on the initial mission statement of 

the land to new members, and for all new 

members to read and agree to the premises/ 

constitution of a community before joining.. 

An important part of that is for all members 
to have a commitment to the community 
decision-making process. 

- eat together, whether it's daily, weekly or 
monthly 

- have less than 30 people for effective deci-
sion-making 

- involve the young people all the way, have 

expectations of them. We're doing them no 

favours handing them everything on a plate. 

- factor in flexibility in siting yourself - allow 

for life cycle changes in your self and the 
community. 

Greta Seed, from Bodhi Farm, said that 

having a shared commitment to an ideal or non-
personal value was very important. That we 

need to be open to fresh organisational forms 

in order to keep the energy moving. That we 

need to have the courage to be wrong, have 

patience, listen and look at ourselves.. 

Common space and shared cultural activities 

are important. We need to be willing to be 

'cheerleaders' for the ideals & values on 
which the community was founded. 

Robin, from Rob Road, spoke of things 

which have helped her community. They were: 
- the emphasis on interpersonal relationships, to 

work things out directly with the person in-
volved.  

- the change from single ownership to shared 

ownership. 

- not having financial pressure at the beginning. 

Janaki, of Pretty Gully, spoke with the wis-

dom of hindsight and gave the following advice: 

- share visions about planning for the land 

before doing anything. 

- make the commonspace (laundry, kitchen, floor 
space, drying space) a first priority. 

- build individual houses later - afterestablishing 
community centre and getting to know the land. 

- keep best places for communal use. 

- if you build anything in tall forest, be prepared 

to let it rot back into the ground rather than main-

tain it because tall trees only grow taller - you 

lose your light. 

Bridget, from Holy Goat Ranch, stressed 

that good process for leaving the community 
is important. 

Dudley, Dharmananda, (SRI) talked about 

the importance of: 

- clarity of vision and clear agreement about a 

strategic plan in the beginning. 

- to develop the community glue - the relation-

ships and bonding - before moving onto the land. 

- to be mindful of stability & balance by thinking 

of opposites and finding a way to include them 
(eg structure and freedom). 

- fundamental to consensus is the understanding 

that the solidarity of the group is more important 
than finding the 'right' answer 

- choosing appropriate legal structure. 

- choosing suitable property being mindful of 
water, soil, location. 

- addressing socioeconomic, environmental and 
political aspects. 

- ongoing financial planning, beyond initial set up. 

- don't ignore the transgressions of agreements. 

- group ownership of infrastructure. 

- set & clear agreements, keep building them. 

Peoplejoining need to be aware of them. 

- have a process for people joining, at least 
six months. 

- rituals are important. 

Mitra, from Mevlana, had a list of do's: 

- do positive things together rather thanjust talk 

- balance decision-making with accountability 
- have the ability to make mistakes 

- have easy processes for getting in and out, good 

and clear, legally & emotionally 

- have a balance of private and community. 

COHOUSING 
Michael & Simone (Byron Cohousing) 

Linda Seaborn (Coliousing Co-op) 

From this talk it was apparent that a 

cohousing project is a more urban community 
than most of the more rural communities 

represented at this conference. 

Distinctive features of a cohousing 

project are a common house where 

community members can gather and share 
meals, fully independent houses and no 

requirement of a specific philosophical 

commonality. As such, they are a middle 

way between more usual suburban living 

and more intense community. With the 

commonhouse and common meals thouti, 
a very significant aspect of communityj is 

inherent in cohousing. 

A cohousing project faces a lot of the 

same issues as other communities in getting 

off the ground. It will sometimes need more 

money because of the expense of the land 

and sometimes have planning difficulties due 

to council zoning and scrutiny in a densely 

populated area. 

BYRON COHOUSING 
The Byron cohousing group have 17 members. 

At present they are having a break. It was noted 

that it has been a long process, and that it has 
been difficult to hold the group together without 

the land as a focus. Adivisive issue, named very 

succinctly, was that for some people the concept 

is more important than the land, and for others 

the land is more important than the concept. The 

workshop participants found the talk interesting, 

inspiring, honest & useful. 

COHOUSING CO-OP 
Set in the foothillsof Mt Wellington in Tasma-

nia (Palawa Nala- Aboriginal Land) it has a mem-

bership of 13 households (48 people). Building 

is due to begin in October, after many years of 

negotiating and planning with funding bodies and 
local government. 

For more information see the book: 
Cob ousing, A Contemporary Approach to 

Housing Ourselves 
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Ciiiing Circle. Each sharing is finished with either a song or a poem or an- 

other form of creative expression. 

Intentional Communities Conference 
"Keeping the Torch Burning", September, 1998 

ThèSharing Circle is a form that has been adapted from the 

Maori heart talk circles, or to use the Maori term, "whaikorero". 

It isa form that is used by many other cultures to create a space in 

which all voices in a community can be heard. 

Conferences and gatherings usually provide a range of ways in 

which people can Communicate: presentations, story-telling, speak-

ers, displays, workshops, performance, networking sessions, camp-

fires and song, to name a few. Sharing circles offer a valuable addi-

tion to the ways in which people can work, learn and grow both 

personally and as a group. 

A sharing circle is an open forum for speaking, where the power 

of the presence and focussed listening of all the participants can 

allow individuals to connect with and explore issues or deeper lay-

ers of themselves. By observing, some simple ground-rules, the 

circle sharing format of group communication can become a unique 

opportunity for personal and group transformation. There is usu-

ally one or two facilitators who ihtroduce the ground- rules and 

who stay for the duration of the circle. The ground rules do not, on 

their own create a transformative environment. This is created when 

the participants listen with open hearts, speak about their own expe-

riences, or from their heart and actively avoid using communication 

methods such as, lecturing, promoting a point of view performing, 

dominating the time or showing disrespect for other people. 

Ground-rules that have worked well in many sharing circles are: 

• You only speak once. A second contribution can only be 

offered after every one has had a chance to speak. 

• You stand to speak, so that you can be both heard and seen. 

You can move about in the centre of the circle if you wish. 

• The participants listen without interruption, response or ques-

ioni ng. 

• There are no time limits on how long you speak and you take 

the time that you need. However you are responsible for sharing 

the time available and not dominating the circle in any way. 

• You can leave and return to the circle between speakers, sleep 

or move to another part of the circle. This must be done quietly and 

with minimum interruption. 

• Trust that what needs to be said, will be said. It may not be 

you that has to say it. And trust that what you need to say will 

emerge as the circle progresses. What you thouht you had to say 

at the start of the circle may change as the alchethy of the process 

works on you. You will know when it is your turn to speak, one 

often experienced signal is a pounding heart. 

Sharings at the Intentional Communities Conference followed 

the theme of living and working to create and sustain community in 

its very broadest interpretation. There was a goosebump-raising 

story of how a large country town showed its community spirit by 

responding supportively & creatively to the crisis of a missing 

child. There were deeply moving stories of death and the ways in 

which communities re-discover themselves through loss & grief, 

and how death can re-connect us to our deepest values and aspi-

rations. There were stories told of indecision, humour, successes, 

despair, personal transformation, challenges, joys and much affir-

mation of the compassion and strength of the human spirit. 

Sharing circles are an adaptable tool for community building. 

Communities can be strengthened and transformed by bringing 

out into the open what is happening for individuals and for the 

group. Our Community has used the sharing circles on a number of 

occasions. We had a circle to share our feelings and experiences of 

the loss of a friend who committed suicide recently. We have also 

had circles on conflict situations and the loss of a member who 

moved on to a different life situation. 

Carol Perry, Dhartnananda. 12th January 1999 Reft: Vivian 
Hutchinson, 1993 "What are Heart Circle Sharings?" 

How I came to intentional community 
I grew up as a poor boy in a small country town, did high 

school in the suburbs. Luckily 1 grew up in a large, not too 

dysfunctional family with plenty of freedom, and was strong, 

smart, painfully honest, and responsive to others. Unfortu-

nately I learned the negative aspects of family and school 

and so emerged as a sarcastic and controlling youth. My sis-

ter told me repeatedly that I needed to be more considerate 

- tough, as I felt little consideration from others, and to see 

the larger picture. 

In late teens I realised that I alienated more than I befriended 

and I didn't like it. Assuming all guilt, I accepted that any remark 

was worthy of consideration, even from a 'doubtful' stranger. 

I settled some in marriage and good jobs, learning from the 

odd honest criticism and the rare modelling of caring. Then di-

vorced. I set out to understand why people enjoyed studio wres-

ding. 

Overseas, others insisted on their rights and so I learned that I 

had rights and could insist on mine. Most importantly I learned to 

respect other's preferences, to the point where I'd ask my best 

friend and adopted brother so far 'do you want space or com-

pany?' not just bowl up and assume that I was welcome. 

Feeling that I'd done half an apprenticeship, I returned to change 

my country. I decided that the communes were brilliant and that 

I'd reform my city. A few years ago I learned that the cities were 

too dominant for me and that communities weren't working well, 

that too few were resolving 'people problems'. I changed tack, 

decided to change individuals rather than the system, and came 

east to find a supportive community. 

1 rarely drop in on people now, but rather wait for invitations. 

Also, one of my ideals is that I don't have to do anything alone. 

Neither strategy works well in a dominant and 'self-dependent' 

culture. I seem to have painted myself into a corner: I'm still 

learning. 

I've lived with others mostly harmoniously for 25 years, and 

adopted family and been adopted wherever I've been. I avoid act-

ing in self-interest, and value participation and co-operation. I see 

myself as a social animal, that life without the respect of other 

people is not human, and that life without many social roles is 

mere survival. I have a clear intention for, and still seek, commu-
nity. 

Yours optimistically, exo (exo@omcs.com.au ) 
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LIVING IN 3JN-CERJTY 
Members were asked: What the one thing 
that can assure sincerity will thrive as a 
unique community for another 25 years? 

FfRT. FJb Mb hJ11bS - 
CKTIfl6 cWlb  MIflTIflIfl6 

IflThflO\4L COMMLJFIITY 

30th September-lOth October 1999 

An experiential 10 day training for people starting or 
moving to an intentional community. The training will take 
place at the 'Terania Learning Centre', Dharmananda venue 
of the 1998 'National Intentional Communities Conference'. 

In the training you will learn about: 
• leadership/followership, 
• meeting facilitation, 
• creating harmonious relationships/conflict resolution, 
• consensus decision making, 
• legal structures, 
• the do's and donts of community, 
'planning issues, macro &amp; micro, 
'visioning. 
As well as a host of 'hands-on' skills such as: 
dairying - milking, cheeses, yoghurt, gardening - organic, bio-
dynamic, orchards, maintenance, home building, composting 
toilets, cooking and food. 

The training will be self catering; vegetarian food and 
cooking equipment provided. Participants will need to bring 
their own tents. 

Trainers for 'Heart, Head and Hands' will be mainly 
from Dharmananda Community, each with 20 years or more 
experience in communal living. 

Training numbers will be strictly limited (15). People 
under 30 will be given priority. 

Please book and pay your $50 deposit early. Cost of the 
training will be from $285 to $350 depending on ability to 
pay. 

For further details contact - Maggie Ritchie 02 6688 6126 

Name........................................................................ 

Address.................................................................... 

Phone........................................... 
Amount I will pay is $................. 
Please enclose $50 deposit and mail to Heart, Head and 

I-land, Dharmananda, Ross Road The Channon 2480. 
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IN PQAI&E OF WWOOF AND 
WWOOFEQS 

It's hard for our community to remember a time before 
WWOOFers. it seems almost in the mythical past when the 
decision was made and the ad was finally written - by 
concensus of course. What a wise move it was to become 
part of a low key, effective organisation that is slowly chang-
ing the world. 

Our community must has hosted hundreds of WWOOFers over 
the years. Almost without exception they have been wonderful 
people who have made a worthwhile contribution to our commu-
nity. Some WWOOFers have not been too bright, but have con-
tributed to the legends of the community, prompting conversa-
tions like, "Remember the WWOOFer who burnt out the element 
in the electric jug three times!', or "the WOOFer who picked our 
whole orange crop forjam and burnt the lot". What salutory tales 
they have become for new members or WWOOFers following in 
their footsteps. 

WWOOFers and TWEETERS as (female WWOOFers are 
sometimes called), have come from all over the world - Ireland 
(Nth & 5th), UK, France, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, 
Switzerland, Spain, Italy, Canada, USA, Israel, Korea, Tai wan and 
Japan. We have never had to ask a WWOOFer to leave our com-
munity, never had a case of stealing or violence - a very impres-
sive record. 

in return for our board we have had racial stereotypes torn down, 
received up to the minute information about important world 
events, laughed and played with some fabulous people. 
WWOOFers have also been extremely effective at holding up a 
mirror so that we can see our own reflection, which can be a mixed 
blessing. We have heaps of comments in our visitors book thank-
ing us for showing people that communal living can be such a 
wonderful experience eg: "Thanks for giving me a generous 
glimpse into a healthy balanced, conscious way of living on this 
precious planet the learning's and impressions I carry will help 
nourish the seeds of my future community" WWOOFer from 
California. 

Of course we also get other feedback which helps us see prob-
lems we are creating for ourselves and others. 

WWOOFers have contributed enormously physically to our 
community helping with building, road repairs, gardening, milk-
ing and cooking etc. Our community would have difficulty main-
taining itself without the generosity of WWOOFers. 

There is a sense of spreading the word about sustainability and 
community. Having WWOOFers, especially younger people, ob-
serve how we are able to produce most of our food organically is 
a great way to show the 'hands on' reality of sustainability. 

Perhaps more importantly WWOOFers are able to see how 
members of the community relate to each other and maintain har-
monious relationships, even after 27 years. 

Communities can join WWOOF by registering with Lionel 
Pollard WWOOF founder (!) at WWOOF, Mt Murrindal Co-
op. W. Tree via Buchan, 3885 

Alternatives Festival 
On the 14th March, a city community (Seli Hoo) and rural 

community (Eden Park) got together to provide an Intentional 
Community Stall at an excellent festival in the Adelaide Parklands 
called 'What is your alternative? - A Festival of Opportunities.' 
We guess this is the first time, in recent S. A. history, that differ-
ent communities have jointly set up a stall to promote I C's in 
general. The stall was very popular, especially with young people 
keen to find out more about Co-operative living options. 

Saul (from 

Eden Plc) and 

Annie (from 

Seli Hoo) 

about to pack 

up the I. C. 

stall after a 

great day at 

'What Lcyour 

alternative? A 

Festive of 
Opponuni- 

ties'. 

Ashley Camp, Seli Hoo Community. 

ECO-VILLAGE EXPO 
The village of Crystal Waters, near Maleny in the beautiful 

Sunshine Coast hinterland is hosting its second Eco-village Expo, 
on Sunday May 23rd, 9am-5pm. If you are interested in living 
more in harmony with nature, then come along and see inspiring 
examples of organic gardens and ecological homes, listen to in-
formative talks and learn from hands-on demonstrations, enjoy 
talented local entertainers, or simply browse among the myriad 
of stalls. 

Entrance fee to the Expo site is $5 for adults, $2 for teenag-
ers, under 12s free. Tours of private homes and gardens are an 
additional $7 per person. 

The Expo site will contain stalls which are in tune withecologi-
cal living; including rammed earth builders, farm forestry, organic 
gardening supplies, permaculture books and consultants, plants, natu-
ral cosmetics, and lots of fabulous home-made food. As part of the 
entrance fee there will be a continuous programme of free talks and 
hands-on demonstrations, music and entertainment. 

Tours will take you into the private areas of Crystal Waters. 
Each 1 1/2 tour will visit three private dwellings where you will 
see a wide range of building materials including straw bale and 
rammed earth homes, innovative designs, pennaculture principles 
and organic gardens. You will also learn about the Crystal Waters 
community structure and why this village recently won a UN Habi-
tat Award. Advance bookings for tours are recommended, as last 
year these sold out quickly. 

As Crystal Waters is a wildlife haven for more than 160 species of 
birds, many families of kangaroos and red-backed wallabies and many 
other native animals, please leave your dogs and cats at home! 

For more iniormation, or to book a tour, contact the Crystal 
Waters Co-op on (07) 5494 4620, email 

cwcoop@ozemail.com.au , fax (07) 5494 4653. 
CONTACT: Phil Hatch, Crystal Waters Co-op, Crys-

tal Waters, MS 16, Conondale QId 4552. 

I 
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* COMMUNITIES 
DIRECTORY - 
2000 EDITION 

138 Twin Oaks Road, Louisa VA 23093-6337 USA 
Email: dir2000ic.org . 	TeIIFax: 011-734-629-0384 

A publication of the Fellowship for Intentional Community 
February 25, 1999 

Dear community friends, 

I am writing to invite you to participate in a worldwide guide to community, a 
book called the Communities Directory It is published by a nonprofit organization, 
the Fellowship for Intentional Community (FIC), and this will be the third edi-
lion. Between the first and second editions, there are 32,000 copies of the book in 
print and being circulated. 

We see intentional community as an inclusive term for ecovillages, cohousing, 
residential land trusts, communes, student cooperatives, ashrams, monasteries, 
urban housing cooperatives, enlightened neighborhoods, and other related projects 
and dreams. We are excited to include this diversity in the Directory. 

The 1996 edition was a huge success & listed over 600 communities. In the 
next edition, due for release in spring 2000, we hope to have even more commu-
nities wanting to stand up and be counted, and a brand new selection of articles, 
plenty of photographs, a resource listing, a bibliography of books on community, 
complete indexing, and more. 

The first step in making all this happen, however, is your participation. We 
would like your community to be listed, and hope that you will please take the 
time to: 1. fill out the enclosed survey as thoroughly as you can (It's OK to skip 
questions that are too difficult!), 2. write your community listing (this is the 
most important part), and 3. return both to us in the envelope provided, or fax it 
to us. 

if you have access to email, please write to us at dir2000ic.org . We can 
then email you a shorter version of the questionnaire, in English, French, 
German, or Spanish, and once you fill it in you can email it back to us, fax it 
to us, or send it via regular mail. 

Being listed in the Directory is free. if you do not want to have your ad-
dress or other contact information printed, we will honor that request - a 
policy that we have honored in all previous editions. 

Please fill out the survey and consider participating in the Directory even 
if you do not want people to know where you are. what's important is to have 
your community's information included in the mix, so the Directory accurately 
reflects what the communities movement is today. Your information is vital. 

Your description of your community needs to be 1260 characters or less (ap-
proximately 250 words). We are hoping to receive the surveys back within a 
month or so, but if you pass the deadline we certainly still want your infor-
mation. Please send it as soon as you can. 

We do ask, however, that communities only submit a listing if they do not 
advocate violent practices or interfere with members' freedom to leave the com-
munity. 

If you have any questions or leads, please contact us by email at 
dir2000ic.org  (which we check every day), by phone or fax at 011-734-629-
0384, or by regular mail, at: Communities Directory - 2000 Edition, 138 Twin 
Oaks Road, Louisa VA 23093 USA. 

Please also let us know if you don't wish to be listed, or if you are nolonger a 
community. We will correct our database, and save time and resources. 

Thanks so much for your participation. We look forward to hearing from you. 
In community, Jillian Downey & Elph Morgan 
Co-managers, Communities Directory - 2000 Edition 
Fellowship for Intentional Community  

Some Letters of support: 

"Community Interlink" 
I am writing to you in response to a letter by 

G.Constine in Grass Roots magazine (No.127) 
After reading through your letter which ex-

pressed the aims of your magazine as providing a 
place for expression and the sharing of informa-
tion, I find myself thinking "Thank God someone 
has finally done it." 

It sounds like a great idea to provide a maga-
zine that will act as a connecting link between per-
sons, and I hope you are successful. 

I have often observed that although many maga-
zines offer a space for publishing letters, there 
seems to be an overwhelming need for much more 
space available for people to communicate, dis-
cuss & interact. 

I would be interested in receiving your maga-
zine regularly & would be happy to contribute & 
support in any way that you may require. Could 
you send me some further information or sample 
etc. 

Looking forward to hearing from you... 
Kelia 

Dear G. Constine 
Your article in Grass Roots, Feedback, #127 

regarding a magazine called Community Interlink 
caught my attention, as at present I am involved in 
a group in East Gippsland looking at very similar 
subjects as indicated in your article. 

We are using a study group kit entitled "Build-
ing Rural Futures Through Co-operation" which 
comes from the Centre for Rural Communities, 
Monash University, Melbourne. 

Our group is a farming district, sheep, cattle 
and a small group like myself who are organically 
inclined. Baimsdale being our nearest town, 25kms 
away to the East. The years of drought and then 
floods, the decline of commodities etc. And all 
the unseen problems have taken its toll on our 
community with family breakdowns and a high rate 
of suicide being some of our problems. 

Our group consists of twelve women, with in-
put from spouses and partners. As yet we are only 
in the early stages of laying down the foundations 
and developing trust among ourselves, and we feel 
we are not ready to open the discussion up to the 
wider community just yet. 

I would very much appreciate receiving details 
of your magazine. 

Yours etc. JanLc J. 

Responses to this, our latest edition are 
welcomed. Please send to: 
P.O. Box 209, Nimbin 2480. 

Don't forget - this is your mag, so take 
this opportunity to speak to like-minded 

people, who just happen to be doing 
similar things to you. 
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f HI/ill 	Mission Statement: To 

\\VA  Lifri kk% J 
	es- 

tablish a process of social & en- 

\\'k\'!li tIIZ,PJJ vironmental 	regeneration 
%aAp V'Y 	through understanding of whole 

living systems and the 

interconnectedness of all life. Promoting a transformation of life 

support & recreation activities, to practices that are ethical, sus-

tainable and restore nature's ecosystems. 

The purpose of the SRI centre is to: 

• research and develop solutions to the many problems of modem life, 

• demonstrate how sustainable ways of living are attainable, 

• integrate economic, environmental and social strategies, 

• explore individual human well-being from cradle to grave, 

• research & promote advanced environmental & social technologies, 

• develop & apply appropriate information technology to enhance 

data collection, 

• Improve communication and the sharing of knowledge using 

digital networks, 

• co-ordinate a wide network from different sectors of society 

so as to provide a regional, national and global meeting point, 

• nourish diverse cultural and artistic activities that contribute to 

create visions of a harmonious and abundant future, 

• provide courses, workshops and conferences ranging from un-

derstanding natural systems & technology, to personal growth and 

cultural advancement. 

"Just as the key to a species survival in the natural world is 

its ability to adapt to a local habitat, so the key to human sur-

vival will probably be the local community. If we can create 

vibrant, increasingly autonomous and self reliant local group-

ings of people that emphasise sharing, cooperation and living 
lightly on the Earth, we can avoid the fate warned of by Rachel 
Carson and the world scientists and restore the sacred bal-

ance of life." 

This quote from "The Sacred Balance of Life" sub titled 

"Re-discovering our Place in Nature" by David Suzuki with 

Ainanda McConnell, succinctly states the reasoning behind SRI's 

strategic plan for healing our society. 

Community Lands Access 
Network Inc. 

"Linking people & groups interested in investing in or 

living etologically on the land by offering admin assistance, 

legal & financial advice, plus a network for land scouting & 

fundraising..." 

CLAN's strengths are that it: * connects disparate industries 

& people. * is non-profit, with an open & stable financial base. * is 

open to any person who agrees with the Aims & Charter. * operates 

as a network for people & groups to realise their dreams. 

How to work with CLAN 

* Library: Books, mags, articles, clippings, surveys, info 

sheets... on all essential subjects. 

* Network: Legal, financial, environmental & indigenous peo-

ple, landowners, organic growers, media... 

* internet/Email: Access info on land groups, real estate or 

other contacts. 

*Land Searches: Connect land needs (soils, usage, acreage, 

employment ... ) by interested parties to communities or land listed 

on our database. 
*pu rchases: Mags, newspapers, books, texts & other info from 

CLAN's proposed Mail Order List. 

Use CLAN to purchase land - pay service fees in LETS, money, 

time &/or energy... 

Purchase Kits - Steps to acquiring land in areas you aim for. 

Available on disk, the internet or booklet form. 

What to do next? 1) Ring the CLAN recorded infoline on 03 

9513 1000 & leave your details. 

Admissions Standards 
for Communities 

Should communities not turn anyone down? Shouldn't we he 

open to anybody who needs us? Shouldn't we offer a more accept-

ing, inclusive culture than mainstream society? 

Irwin Wolfe Zucker, a psychiatric Social worker says that if a 

community doesn't establish criteria for new members - "admis-

sions standards" - the walking wounded arrive. 

Which is fine, if your community has a therapeutic mission 

and experienced, healthy members available for mentoring needy, 

emotionally immature people. 

Here are admissions criteria from two communities that may 

help you think through your own needs in this area. First, an Ari-

zona community seeking interns: 

We re looking for people who feel confident and good about 

themselves, who have achieved a degree of emotional matu-
rity, and who can get along with 

others in a group situation. 	 If your corn- 
We're interested in people munity 	front 

who don feel that they've been 

harmed or taken advantage of'hy door is difficult 
others. Who dontfrequentlyfèel to enter, healthy 
angry with or blame others for people will strive hurting them. People who don 

get feedback that they are moody to get in. 
or touchy. People who are will- 

ing to say what they want & need, what they don 't like, and 

what, ideally, they'd like changed. 

In our experience, what works well in a community are peo-

ple who feel good, ask fbr what they want, and don't often ted 
victi,nised by others. 

The 31 year old Findhorn Foundation says this in its brochure: 

Our aim is to embody, demonstrate and teach aspects of per-
sonal & world service. The demands and challenges of living 
in this community require emotional maturity and spiritual 
awareness. 

We are looking for those who have moved beyond a sole con-

cern for their own growth and are ready to live, act and work in 

a collective environment, making a difference in the world. Be-

fore you commit for one year... we require that you participate 

in the Experience week and ... complete three months in the 
Living in Comm unity Programme. 

You will either leave at the end of the year with a toolbox for 
personal & spiritual growth and deep understanding of service, 
or agree to stay for another year and join our staff training. It is 

necessary that all concerned feel a mutual sense of rightness. 

Sustainability 
Research 

Institute (SRI) 
News 
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SUSTAINABILITY 
SOCIAL JUSTICE 

"Sustain" is a verb meaning "to keep up or keep going as an 
action or process". "Sustainable" is an adjective which describes 
an action or process that can be kept up or kept going ad infinitum. 

For a way of life to be called 'sustainable' it needs to: 1) be within reach of 
everybody on the planet; 2) be so that if everyone on the planet were doing it, the 
earth would not be harmed; and 3) address the current situation of inequality 
which has 1/5th of the world's population consuming 4/5th of the world's re-
sources 

Sustainability needs to be in terms, not only of our own needs, but also the 
needs and rights of other people, other species and future generations. 

Each of these points recognises the global tensions which are created and 
aggravated by social injustice. If the solutions to addressing our social and 
environmental problems are simply not possible for the majority of the world's 
population (because they require money or capital which most people don't 
have and can't get) then what long term positive effect can these solutions 
have? 

Social Injustice, which maintains the advantage of an elite (by continuing to 
exploit resources needed by the disadvantaged majority), will lead to the vio-
lence and devastation which occurs when people are desperate to survive. For 
true sustainability to be achieved 'social justice' is a fundamental component. 

HOW CAN WE ACHIEVE A SUSTAINABLE LIFESTYLE? 
The Caretakers Project suggests that if we use access to public land as a way 

of providing for such basic needs as food and shelter, then we will have a sus-
tainable/socially just starting point in creating a sustainable/socially just way of 
life. 

Wisely regulated use of public land can become an option which is available 
to everyone on the planet. People will be able to work together on the land to 
provide for their own basic needs in a way which is responsible to other people 
and helpful to the planet. They will not need to be involved in the competitive 
struggle for land ownership or the unsustainable activities this struggle invari-
ably leads to. 

On two suburban acres a community of between ten and forty people can 
build housing, grow food, and develop and promoted sustainable living prac-
tices. Communal Living will provide the key to maintaining a high standard of 
living and quality of life, without needing a high income or the material affluence 
such an income allows. Caretakers will still have access to a wide range ofdiffer-
ent resources and materials because there will be many people sharing togetheL 

There are many other aspects to a sustainable lifestyle which can be devel-
oped and explored once human energy is released from the momentous struggle 
for land ownership as part of survival. The Caretakers option will allow us to 
satisfy our own needs without having to continue on the tread-mill of over-
production and over-consumption, - without having to win or profit at some-
body else's expense. It also allows hope for a future which is secure and happy 
for all. 

For more information about Caretakers: 
http://www.geocities.com/RainForestJCanopy/1864/  or call: 02 4782 9693 

WHAT HELPS COM- 
MUNITIES BECOME 

SUCCESSFUL 

lam adding, for completeness, a number of the 
human qualities that if developed by the participants 
will greatly assist in the success of building com-
munity. 

Honesty -- Non-violence -- Love/Compassion --
Calmness/Unhurried -- Open-mindedness/Non-dog-
matic -- Patience -- Tolerance and Voluntary Respon-
sibility. 

Clarity and consensus of Vision 
Deliberate community development -- consensus 

understanding and skills, Appropriate legal structure 
-- interpersonal bonding practices. 

Financial structure and plan 
Provision of inclusive processes for the -- need to 

avoid excessive financial pressure younger mem-
bers. 

Income plan, Shared ownership of process,--
needs to suit the plerk (play/work) aspirations, de-
sign and agreements of members -includes shared 
management of all essential infrastructure 

Integrated living and plerking -- clear and trans-
parent agreements/arrangements. 

Natural/organic process for bringing in 
new members 

Appropriate land -- consensus 
Land assessment and infrastructure design -- suffi-

cient time-- includes up to 12 months for assessment. 
-- design to incorporate ESD Principles, Compas-

sionate process for moving on those who don't fit in 

Rituals - 
-- First priority being the personal and spiritual 

development of each member. 
-- Second priority being the support of each for 

the above by everyone in every group process and 
activity. 

-- Each member being present in the moment as 
they move towards the common vision, following a 
strategic plan. 

MY SONGS - MY LIFE 
Ian Conochie, one time opera bass-baritone, 
now folk singer, presents an album of 17 of 
his songs with backing by his family in the 
gioup, Shiralee. Ian co-founded the Wolery 
Community in WA in 1976 and his songs of 
nature and humanist lifestyle have an appeal 
for people living in intentional communities. 

Two of the songs, "Magic Mountain" and 
"In a Hand-held Circle" were warmly 
received at the Communities Conference in 
January 1997 at Commonground. 

CD $20 or Cassette $15 (includes postage) 
Cheques to Ian Conoehie, RMB 1050 
Denmark, Western Australia. 6333 
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Intergenerational 
Sustainabillty 

1998 Intentional Communities Gathering. 
The forum was organised by Ken and Li from Bodhi Farm. There 

were about 30 people attending. (The workshop was based around 
their experience of 
Intergenerational 
Sustainability at Bodhi 
Farm) 

Ken, a man of about 40, 
started by explaining a lit-
tle about Bodhi Farm 
Community. 

Bodhi Farm is about 20 
years old and at present 
about 40 people live there 
with ages ranging from 5 
months to 70 years. 

They use consensus 
decision making and are 
bound together by what 
he called a spiritual glue, 
an agreement on a basic 
adherence to the Bud-
dhist principles ofNo kill-
ing, lying, sexual miscon-
duct, stealing or intoxi- 
cants. They do a mini-

mum of farming due to the land being perched on the edge of a 
mountain with quite a lot of forest. 

He said things never stay the same. With young people growing 
up things are always changing. Then Ken introduced Li. 

Li is a young man of about 18 and was keen to share his experi-
ence of growing up on Bodhi Farm. 

Li thought it was great to grow up with other young people 
(about 10) and always felt safe as there were always lots of carers 
around. 

He spoke about the strong connection to the bush he had de-
veloped whilst growing up there, and of his experiences of growing 
up with wonderful, inspirational adults whom he feels have sup-
ported him in developing a good sense of who he is. He feels 
imbued with positive things from Buddhism and has learnt the 
benefits of living and working co-operatively and realises daily 
what a benefit this is and 
how lucky he really is. 

He spoke about young 
people leaving the commu-
nity, or "being taken away" 
by their parents as he put it 
and the sadness that this 
caused him and his friends. 

Going to school at 
Lismore was a shock, but in 
retrospect he was glad that 
he went as it was an oppor-
tunity for him to learn more 
about the outside world and 

staying on in the community 
or doing other things (this is 
also confusing for adults and 
parents). There are also legal 
problems with the community 
growing in size, with the coun- 
cil not allowing new dwellings 
and the fact that the land can only have so many residents before 
becoming over-populated. 

Li has now decided to build his own small house in the bush. 
This was quite an issue for the community to work through, be-
cause of concern for population size. 

Having now found approval from the community he is enjoying 
heaps of infrastructure support in terms of tools, chainsaws etc. 
and is finding the large skill base within the community to be in-
valuable. The community has supported Li in his passion for music 
through building a place for him and his friends to play and enjoy 
themselves. 

Li also spoke about his desire to create, sometimes he feels he 
wants to start a new community and be one of the pioneers. At times 
he struggles with this, living in an already established community. 

It is a tradition at Bodhi Farm 
to have rituals at the coming of 
age of their young men and 
women. 

Every year they all have time 
away together down at the 
beach, here they have their 
AGM and can relax together 
and talk through the issues 
without any of the every day 
stresses. They felt this was a 
major strength for the commu-
nity. 

The majority of this work-
shop was orientated around Li 
and Ken's experiences. A 
number of people were keen to discuss it further. 

Lisa said that young people were not coming to meetings unless 
they had to. 

Generally it was felt that while it had been very valuable to hear 

meet new people. 
Now grown up. Li spoke 

about the difficulties for the 
younger generation who want 
to carry on Bodhi Farm. As 
young people they are not 
quite sure what they want to 
do with their lives, in terms of 

about Li and Ken's experi-
ence, there were a lot of 
people at the workshop 
who were keen to talk about 
the issue as a group, so we 
agreed to have another 
open space later to talk it 
through more. 

All in all I thought it was 
a very interesting presen-
tation and gained some valu-
able insights. 
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South Sast Australlan Intentional 
Communities Qathering Report 

$anuar// 1999 
Greeting from Ed! 
This was a great gathering! 
Fifty-six adults and fifteen young 'uns gathered on 22-24 Janu-

ary 1999 for two days of celebration, networking and the develop-
ment of our communal skills. 

Two years ago, The Fruitsalad Network hosted the first National 
Intentional Communities Gathering (four days) at Commonground, 
near Seymour, Vic. 

Fruitsalad is a loose gaggle of intentional communities who have 
been enjoying each others company these last five years. Its aim is to 
promote intentional community as a serious choice in our society. 

Based on the success of this event, Dharmanada Community in 
Northern NSW took the baton and hosted the second National 
Conference (five days) in September last year. There were a re-
markable number of people from SE Australia present. Fancy hav-
ing to go that far north to meet such kindred spirits! 

Now, with the momentum from this second conference, there was 
a real opportunity to bring new and old campaigners together. What 
started out as an informal gathering of those who 'went north,' and 
the Fruitsalad mob grew into something rather more conference like. 

In addition to the established rural communities, there was a 
groundswell ofpeople involved in urban communities, those ready-
ing communities to fly or were 'getting serious'! The diversity of 
communities and ages present provided an inspiring slice of com-
munal possibilities in SE Australia. The 'adventurous' award goes 
to the Eden Park mob from the Adelaide Hills. 

We gathered topics of mutual interest and then settled on the 
following six areas - legal entities, conflict resolution, emotional 
'stuff', social action in communities, types of communities with an 
emphasis on physical layout and the experiences of existing com-
munities with an emphasis on the old making way for the new. The 
workshops were a mixture of people sharing experiences through 
to facilitators providing skills based presentations. 

In our ' back together' sessions (what professionals call plenary 
sessions) people called out the 'gems of wisdom' gleaned from 
their workshops. There were aplenty. We were clearly reminded of 
the need for a How-to-do-it manual for intentional communities. 
There is such a need to gather together the incredible wealth of 
experiences that go into sustaining an intentional community. 

Fortunately, there is one in the pipeline! A commitment was forged 
at Dharmanada to produce such a creature. Talk to Simon Clough at 
Dharmanda (Ph 02 6688 6217), Robert Tap at Crystal Waters QId 
(Ph 0418786143) or Ed McKinley at Commonground ifyou want to 
know how it is coming along or to help give birth to this manual. 

In between all this, delicious tucker was produced by a dedi-
cated team in the kitchen, we played community games, were really 
cool at the dam and talked the leg off a chair or two. 

In fact such a good time was had that we want to do it all again 
next year - but for three days this time. Again at Commonground 
from Thursday evening, 20th to Sun arvo 23rd Jan 2000. 

If you want to follow up anything from this SE Australian gath-
ering or even start thinking about next year, contact Ed McKinley 
at Commonground by mail: P0 Box 474, Seymour 3661; by phone 
(03) 57938 257 or email: cgseymcmedia.net.au  

Our communtty is seeking two or more people to join us in 
living a rural lifestyle with an emphasis on working together as 
a team four days per week. Current projects include establishing 
a large Bio-Dynamic vegetable garden, preparing for commer-
cial production of goat's milk products & the management of a 
jersey cow herd for our own milk supply. 

The house is very secluded & has two detached bedrooms 
with a very large verandah over looking a treed gully. The house 
is available for rent for a two year trial period, with a view to 
buying. 

Phone: (02) 6493 2262 between 7am & 8pm. 

Newly forming Multiple Occupancy seeks success-
fully formed or forming M.O's for friendship, fun, com-
panionship and ...advice!! 

I'm involved with an MO here on the SE coast ofNSW. 15 peo-
ple looking for around 100 acres (bush & part cleared), tO dwellings 
& commonhouse/learning centre, concensus based with a joint 
venture. 

We seek the experienced guidance of other communities out 
there who have/or are, dealing with the application process. Legal, 
conflict resolution, council application/approach etc. For that mat-
ter anyone interested injoining ... Any info please be in touch. 

Dan Bakker: Tassiedan@hotmaiJ,com C/- Candelo P.O. NSW 2550. 

Dead Gum Revival at GABALAH 
Fresh air to breathe, clean water to drink, good food 

to eat - a place to call home - for every living creature! 
Are you into working together towards SUSTAINABILITY in sub 

tropical NSW? Seek outD.G.R at P.O. Box eight, Chiffingham 2484. 
Can you be part of the evolution? 

D.G.R needs: Builders, disigners, gardeners, ecologists, Iim-
ers, herbalists, architects, lawyers, cooks, artists. 

Donations of: Plants, timber, building stuff, knowledge, time, 
money, tools. 

Would you like: Fresh air, clean water, good food, a home & 
a healthy community. 

What we're doing right now: 
Organic market garden - food & income for the community 
Rainforest nursery - landcare for our catchment. 
Planting trees - Fruit, forest, bushtucker. 
Common House - Planning, approval, then building 
Co-networking - with kindled spirits & communities near & far. 
Celebrating - The good life! 

WCA1 	 -To 	
S'MrI_C. 
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Go- OPE 'Rfl  TrIALS 
This is written in response to my suprise at finding how little 

people in the intentional community scene know about co-opera-
tives, from two points - the history, which is significant to the 
social justice movement; and the opportunities for government 
funding assistance to low income people. 

WHAT ISA CO-OPERATIVE? 
Co-ops are different from other types of organisations since 

they abide by three main rules: 
• Co-ops treat people fairly and respectfully; 
• Co-ops encourage people to work together towards solving 

their mutual problems; 
• Co-ops provide products and services to meet people's needs 

rather than solely for the purpose of making money. 
Co-operatives are based on the values of self-help, self-responsi-

bility, democracy, equality, equity and solidarity. In the tradition of 
their founders, co-operative members believe in the ethical values of 
honesty, openness, social responsibility and caring for others. 

OURSTORY/HERSTORY/HISTORY: 
Co-operatives began in England and France as a socially just 

answer to the horrific working conditions of the industrial revolu-
tion factories. The first co-operatives were worker co-operatives, 
distributing the profits back to the workers and into the develop-
ment of the co-op, rather than to the pocket of an 'owner of the 
business'. The movement has grown to include producer co-ops 
(cg Norco), financial co-ops (eg Credit Unions), consumer co-ops 
(eg food co-ops) and others, including housing co-ops. 

Co-operatives exist all over the world and are linked by national & 
international bodies. All co-operatives subscribe to the Seven 
International Principles of Co-operation, which cover issues such as: 
incltisiveness, democracy, fairness, co-operation with other co-ops, 
education, outreach& sustainability. (Not all co-operatives adhere to 
these principles - but the more people who know about these principles 
and remind them/hold them accountable, the better!) 

FUNDING 
Most State governments have processes for funding housing 

co-operatives for low income people. Most housing co-ops to 
date purchase individual houses for their members and manage 
them co-operatively. Some create intentional geographic commu-
nities, and the potential is there to continue doing this. In NSW the 
body to approach is ARCH (Association to Resource Co-opera-
tive Housing) - ph 1800066 834 or 02 9361 6834. In other states, talk 
to your Housing Department. 

CO-OPS AS A STRUCTURE 
Other forms of legal structures for intentional communities (eg 

company) can incorporate the Principles of Co-operation, the 
ourstory of the co-op movement, and the present global network of 
co-ops working forjustice and sustainability. therefore, communi-
ties do not necessarily need to register tinder the Co-operatives 
Act (in their state) if another structure is a better vehicle for their 
community. Check your state legislation (which is rapidly becom-
ing nationalised) and talk to other co-op communities. 

In the words of David Spain (in his "Legal Structures oflnten-
lional Communities" document) - "It is important for the spirit and 
unison of the 'sustainable lifestyle' movement that the co-opera-
tive structure, with its democratic idealism, potentials for formal 
federation and international fraternity, be fostered." 

Source: IC'A (international Co-operative Association) News, 

No. 516, 1995. 

Seven International 
Principals of Co-operation: 

VOLUNTARY AND OPEN MEMBERSHIP 
Co-operatives are voluntary organisations, open to all persons able to 

use their services and willing to accept the responsibilities of member -
ship, without gender, social, racial, political or religious discrimination. 

DEMOCRATIC MEMBER CONTROL 
Co-operatives are democratic organisations controlled by their 

members, who actively participate in setting theirpolicies and making 
decisions. Men and women serving as elected representatives are 
accountable to the membership. In primary co-operatives, members 
have equal voting rights (one member, one vote), and co-operatives 
at other levels are also organised in a democratic manner. 

MEMBER ECONOMIC CONTROL 
Members contribute equitably to, and democratically control, the 

capital of their co-operative. At least a part of that capital is usually 
the common property of the co-operative. Members usually receive 
limited compensation, if any, on capital subscribed as a condition of 
membership. Members allocate surpluses for any or all ofthe following 
purposes: developing their co-operative, possibly by setting up 
reserves, part of which at least would be indivisible; benefiting 
members in proportion to their transactions with the co-operative; 
and supporting other activities approved by the membership. 

AUTONOMY AND INDEPENDENCE 
Co-operatives are autonomous, self-help organisations control-

led by their members. If they enter into agreements with other or-
ganisations, including governments, or raise capital from external 
sources, they do so on terms that ensure democratic control by 
their members and maintain their co-operative autonomy. 

EDUCATION, TRAINING AND INFORMATION 
Co-operatives provide education and training for their members, 

elected representatives, managers and employees so they can con-
tribute effectively to the development of their co-operatives. They 
inform the general public - particularly young people and opinion 
leaders - about the nature and benelits of co-operation, 

CO-OPERATION AMONG CO-OPERATIVES 
Co-operatives serve their members most effectively and 

strengthen the co-operative movement by working together through 
local, national, regional, and international structures. 

CONCERN FOR COMMUNITY 
Co-operatives work for the sustainable development of their 

communities through policies approved by their members. 

New Intentional Community in 
the Adelaide Hills 

There are very few rural I C's in South Australia. 
One reason has been a long history of set backs for communities 

trying to get planning permission for multiple occupancy. Many 
people have 'headed east' to join existing communities rather than 
put lots of energy into initiating a community here which may fold 
because of planning approval problems. 

We are therefore excited to see a new community, 'Eden Park,' 
starting up near Mt Barker. Work is currently under way to establish 
a Community Title at Eden Park allowing for 16 home sites (there 
are some houses there already) and shared ownership of a 17 room 
heritage mansion and agricultural land (about 50 ha.) Permaculture 
plans include substantial revegetation mixed bio-dynamic food 
production, timber crops and use of the mansion for conferences 
and courses. Eden Park, PU Box 1 5o8, Mt Barker SA.525 1. (08) 
83982890 Fax(08)83984324 
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INTENTIONAL COMMUNITIES CONFERENCE, WA. 
February 25 to March 1, 1999 

The conference, the first of its kind in WA, was held at Tone River, a former mill town which is now a 
Dept. of Sport & amp; Recreation Camp near Manjimup, Western Australia. 

Initiated by John Croft and organised, over several months, by 

Gaia Foundation volunteers, this conference was rated by all par-

ticipants as a great success. 

Despite hot and humid weather, about a hundred people gath-

ered for the long weekend. As we arrived, we were allocated to 

specific cottages, each of which housed 8-10 people who shared 

food and cooking. The whole group gathered for the plenary ses-

sions in the well equipped hall. 

Workshops were run concurrently with each other, but all were 

repeated so that any one person could get to most of them. Work-

shop venues ranged from a cottage to a shady tree or even the-

nearby swimming hole in the Tone River. 

AL our first combined gathering, we individually told a hit of 

our backgrounds and expressed what we hopcd to gain from the 

conference. The few who came from existing comniunitics were, 

of course, valuable as resource persons, but they were also there 

to gather new ideas and inspiration. The vast majority of those 

attending, however, came from all sorts of backgrounds, mostly 

urban, and hoped to learn about community, to join with others to 

forni communities or to share their own land with others. Some 

had lived in communities previously and were keen to join again. 

John Croft set the tone of our thinking with an excellent, illustrated 

talk on the general history and characteristics of authentic community. 

Space does not permit a full coverage of John's talk but the 

gist of it was that by establishing sustainable communities today, 

people are empowering themselves to meet the very real chal-

lenges of possible environmental and social collapse due to our 

species having over-exploited the earth's resources. He saw, as a 

matter of urgency, the formation of sustainable communities rang-

ing from the usual small rural and urban communities to develop-

ing whole towns as integrated, sustainahle communities. 

Those already living in intentional communities had ample 

opportunity to give details of their communities' philosophy, so-

cial life, organization, finances and legal structures, while those 

endeavouring to start communities were presented with a wide 

range of practical possibilities from which to choose. The weather 

was extremely hot and humid during the whole conference so that, 

on the day that John Croft was to present his workshop on prob- 

lems that might arise from computer breakdowns in the Year 2000, 

he announced that the venue was moved to the river. When some-

one asked him, "Do you mean, at the swimming hole?' John an-

swered, "No,! mean in the swimming hole!" True to his word, he 

led us down to the pool where we all stripped off and revelled in 

the coolness of the large pool. In these very unusual but delight-

ful circumstances, John delivered his very detailed address on 

Y2K while standing in the water with the rest of us draped along 

the river hank and taking occasional quiet dip. 

John stressed that Y21K is a "wake up call". Business cycles 

that used to occur every seven years are now only three and a half 

years apart; the El Nino effect was once every nine years but now 

it comes around each four years. Human sociey is thus very finely 

balanced and chaos could result if the world's computers are not 

made Y2K compliant by the end of this year. Intentional rural and 

urban communities are the way to go, but we need to hurry. He 

suggested the following points for action:- 

I. Get to know your neighbours really well, and build commu-

nity everywhere. 

Look at your own groups and intentional communities to set 

up fail-safe systems in case society's usual complex systems break 

down. 

Become social innovators - become creative in ways we 

haven't yet thought of - build up and share skills in our coinniuni-

tics - become LETS dependent. 

In the early mornings and evenings of the conference we par-

ticipated in community-building songs and circle dances and, for 

our last evening meal, we took the tables and chairs from our cot-

tages and set them around on the lawn in a large circle for a won-

derful shared buffet meal under a full moon. 

During those few days of the conference we all felt that a real 

l'ecling of community had developed among us, with a happy re-

minder for three participants, lan and Enid Conochie and Tim Lang. 

of the Dharmananda Gathering which they had also attended. 

An important result was that specific meetings were planned to 

bring together those with land and those wanting to move onto 

land. It seems that new groups may well result from this. 

Best wishes, EnM and Jan Conochie 

CAROL PERRY AND 

SIMON CLOUGII 

re available to Assist 

comnitinities with the following 

issues: * forming a community, * 

meeting facilitation, * conflict 

resolution and * communication 

workshops. 

Jimon And Carol have over 50 

sears of communal Iivin 

experience between them as well 

as being highly skilled in all 

aspects of communication and 

mediation 

Community Interlink would like to thank (lie Nimbin News Magazine frr the 
generous use of their office & equipment. 

Nimbin News Magazine is a co-operatively run, community access Joinrnal. 

with articles & information from Nimhin & other areas. We cover concerns relevant 

to alternative lifestylers and those looking for the most sustainable way. 

Nimbin News Magazine is one of the longest running alternative journals and 

the Ninihin hio-region is at the forefi'ont in the development of sustainable systems. 

As networkers Nimbin News Magazine scans ninny mags from Australia and 

overseas for suitable and scarce information for our readers; including new ideas 

on animals, health, the environment, technology & much more. We look for & 

expose some of the more unsavoury power games perpetrated by those who would 

pillage the earth. 

Nimbin News Magazine, P.O. Box 209 Nimbin. Phone: 6689 1184. 

SUBSCRIPTION: 6 editions for $18, Sample $3.50 (stamps OK) 

Back copies 5 for $12 posted. 

Special offer forsubscribers taking out a two year Subscription - 20% off= $28.80. 
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